Abstract. The vehicle dynamics models which have integrated electric power steering (EPS) and active suspension system (ASS) were built, the integrated LQG (Linear-Quadratic Gaussian) controller which adopts centralized structure was designed, computer simulations were carried out with the MATLAB/Simulink software. The simulation results showed that the LQG controller could not only apparently filter sensor measurement noise influencing the integrated systems, but also effectively improve vehicle handing stability and steering portability.
Introduction
The integrated control for vehicle chassis system has become a research hot point in the field of vehicle control [1] . EPS and ASS have a direct impact on vehicle's handing stability and ride performance respectively, these two systems were considered as not related dynamics systems to research according to traditional method [2] . This method usually has better control effect on separate subsystem control; however, it has poor control effect due to neglecting the coupling among the subsystems during the process of the vehicle's actual moving.
Integrated control research of EPS and ASS at present was focused on control structure and control algorithm. The control structure was usually divided into multi-layer and centralized [3] . Multi-layer control structure kept the original subsystem controller and added a coordinating controller that calculated the required control force or torque of global optimization according to current vehicle driving conditions and apply to subsystem controller compensation or correction control command when subsystem coupled, this structure was usually used in the coordination and matching among multiple subsystems. Centralized control structure which had the highest degree of integration and best effect of control gave all subsystems control input by a global controller, it generally applied to two subsystems (such as the steering and suspension systems) integration that closely related and seriously coupled [4] . Generally in the control algorithm, EPS used PID control and ASS used optimal control which respectively used for SISO system and MIMO system [5] .
In this paper, a centralized control structure was used to create the whole vehicle mathematical model that integrated EPS and ASS, taking into account the controller feedback signals must be measured and the sensor measurement noise interference in the practical engineering application, the LQG controller based on optimal control theory on integrated systems was designed. The simulation results show that although the designed centralized controller has limited effect to improve ride performance, but improve vehicle handing stability and steering portability effectively.
The system mathematical models A. Whole vehicle dynamics model. According to the Fig.1 and Fig.2 
Four wheels vertical movement:
Suspension forces：
When the roll angle ϕ and pitch angle θ changes in a small range, the displacement of the sprung mass four endpoints expressed as follows: B. Tire model. In case of a small rotational angle, the tire characteristic can be considered to be linear, linear tire model can be found in ref. [6] .
C. Road input model. The filtered white noise can be a true reflection of road spectrum approximate horizontal within a low frequency range of actual situation [7] . This method was used to establish the road input model as follows:
D. EPS dynamics model. The shaft assist EPS system is used as the research subject, rack and pinion transmission is used as the form of steering transmission. The EPS dynamics equations were established according to Ref. [8] .
Dynamics equation of steering shaft is expressed as:
Dynamics equation of rack and pinion is expressed as: 
Kinetic equation of assist motor is expressed as:
E. Mathematical model of integrated systems. According to the above models, the state vector isconstructed as 1 
the control input vector is 
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Where A is 27×27 order system matrix，B is 27×5 order control input matrix， ' B is 27×1 order interfere input matrix，F is 27×5 order model noise input matrix, C is 11×27 order output matrix.
LQG controller design
According to the separation principle of LQG controller design [9] , optimal estimation and optimal control can be solved separately，then combine the solution of these two parts together.
A. Kalman filtering optimal state estimator design. In Eq.13 model noise W and measurement noise ξ were zero mean Gaussian white noise and independent signals, their statistical characteristics were: { } { } { } { }
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Where Q 0 is model noise covariance matrix, R 0 is measurement noise covariance matrix. Kalman filter optimal state estimator can be constructed according to the system state space equations are represented as follows: LQG is an output feedback problem, the output vectors of integrated systems should be designed for control target to make the vehicle has high handing stability, ride performance and steering portability. It should reduce the vehicle's vertical acceleration, pitch angle, roll angle, lateral acceleration, yaw rate, suspension travel, steering shaft measuration torque and angle, in addition should make the minimum control vectors for easy control. Performance index fouctional was designed based on the above consideration as follows: 2   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  1  2  3  4  5  6  5  1  7  6  2  8  7  3  0   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  9  8  4  1 0  1 0  1 1  2 2  3 3  4 4  5 1
Where q i are weighting coefficients of corresponding control targets, r i are weighting coefficients of control vectors. The Eq.16 was rewritten in a matrix form:
Where Q is state weighting matrix, R is control weighting matrix. It can be found by substitute Y CX = into Eq.17:
Where ˆT Q C QC = . According to the optimal control theory known LQR optimal control law is
is the optimal control law feedback gain matrix, matrix P was obtained by the algebraic equation as follows:
Simulation results and analysis
Ode45 was used as the simulation algorithm and automatically step was adopt, model noise power are 20dB, measurement noise power are 1e-5dB, the input torque of steering is 2N.m step input and the vehicle speed is 10m/s. Considering the overall performance of the systems, weighting coefficients were taken as: 1 100 q = , 2 50 q = , 3 4 80= = , 5 100 q = , 6 9 20= , 10 80 q = , 11 120 q = , 1 5 0.0005 r r = , . Integrated systems performance parameters were shown in Tab.1, the simulation comparison results for the LQR and LQG centralized control that added measurement noise and separate control of EPS and ASS were shown in Fig.3~Fig.9 . The system disturbance caused by measurement noise was great and the whole system performance was deteriorated obviously when LQR centralized control was used for integrated systems with measurement noise, however, noise filtering effect is significant and system response tends to the steady-state when LQG centralized control was used. It can be found in Fig.3~Fig .6, Sprung mass pitch angle, roll angle, lateral acceleration were reduced by different levels, so that the vehicle handing stability was improved under the LQG centralized control. Suspension travel response overshoot and steady-state value were less than that of LQG separate control indicate the probability of impact buffer block was reduced effectively. The sprung mass vertical acceleration under LQG centralized control was not improved significantly compared whit that of LQR separate control, which were shown in Fig.7 , it indicates that the effect of improving vehicle ride performance under LQG centralized control was limited. System transient response time and overshoot were significantly reduced under LQG centralized control than that of PID separate control, which were shown in Fig.8 , the steering portability was improved because the RMS value decreased from 129.35° to 122.43°. 
Conclusion
The whole system performance was deteriorated obviously when LQR centralized control was used for integrated systems with measurement noise, however, noise filtering effect is significant and system steady-state response is well when LQG centralized control was used.
The LQG controller could effectively improve vehicle handing stability, steering stability and steering portability.
